Globalization and the diffusion of ideas: why we should acknowledge the roots of mainstream ideas in global health
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Abstract
Although globalization has created ample opportunities and spaces to share experiences and information, the diffusion of ideas, especially in global health, is primarily influenced by the unequal distribution of economic, political and scientific powers around the world. These ideas in global health are generally rooted in High-Income Countries (HICs), and then reach Low- and Middle-Income Countries (LMICs). We argue that acknowledging and addressing this invisible trend would contribute to a greater degree of open discussions in global health. This is expected to favor innovative, alternative, and culturally sound solutions for persistent health problems and reducing inequities.
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Improved transportation and communication facilities are among the many benefits of our globalized world. In the field of health, several international events, from UN Assemblies to scientific symposia, are organized each year gathering hundreds of people across the globe. For example, more than 1,800 participants from over 100 countries attended the second Global Symposium on Health Systems Research (1) organized in Beijing in November 2012. At the same time, the World Wide Web is becoming more and more accessible, facilitating the exchange of ideas through emails, discussion forums, and collaborative platforms. Open access scientific journals, as well as virtual communities of practice, which are networks of experts who interact on a regular basis to deepen their knowledge (2), are flourishing, both at national (e.g. Community of Practice in Ecosystem Approaches to Health in Canada) and international levels (e.g. Communities of Practice from Harmonization for Health in Africa). These initiatives have allowed the cross-fertilization and diffusion of ideas on different topics related to global health.

However, the other side of the coin is not that rosy. While globalization has increased opportunities and spaces to share and disseminate ideas, it has also allowed for various ideas emerging from High-Income Countries (HICs) to become mainstream or dominant in the global context. Ideas developed in HICs are often spread to Low- and Middle-Income Countries (LMICs) whereas those developed in LMICs do not enjoy the same global influence, resulting in an unbalanced transfer of ideas. Such ideas emerging from HICs include economic thinking dominated by the neoliberal ideology (3), as well as approaches to health dominated by the biomedical model (4). At least two examples from the health sector readily illustrate this phenomenon: health system reforms, and the use of biomedical disease classifications.

These examples, discussed in detail below, demonstrate not only the unbalanced transfer of ideas on a global scale, but also the adverse health consequences that arise when ideas developed in HICs are implemented in LMICs with insufficient prior scrutiny or evaluation.

The first example deals with the issue of health user fees that became a major health financing mechanism in Africa and Asia over less than a decade. In line with the principles of the New Public Management, health user fees were strongly promoted by international organizations such as the World Bank, the World Health Organization (WHO) and UNICEF as a way to improve access to healthcare (5). According to them, under-funding of health systems in LMICs justified asking patients to contribute to care costs, while the worst-off would benefit from exemption. Transnational networks and elites, composed of academia and international experts from HICs, played a critical role in advocating health user fees (6). Their position in the global arena made them very influential among political decision-makers. So, despite insufficient evidence on the positive impact of this scheme on accessibility to healthcare, especially among vulnerable populations, user fees were widely implemented in LMICs. In practice, imposition of such fees has instead increased inequities in health financing and has created barriers to the access of healthcare (7). Many LMICs now eliminate health user fees in an attempt to reach the health Millennium Development Goals (8).

The second example deals with the international classification and diagnosis of diseases, particularly mental disorders. Most global mental health research relies on disease categories outlined in the International Classification of Disease (ICD) 10 and the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-V). Many authors have argued that these categories of mental illness and their therapies
are cultural products of a Western, biomedical conception of health and illness, and therefore their validity and effectiveness are not universal (4,9,10). Regardless, mental illness categories in the ICD 10 and the DSM-V continue to guide non-governmental organizations’ mental health interventions in LMICs, particularly during the aftermath of conflicts. In spite of the ineffectiveness of the diagnoses and treatments, the practice is still in place (11). Indeed, evidence demonstrates that imposing mental illness categories and therapies produced in HICs on LMICs, without considering their validity or effectiveness in each country’s context, has the potential to disrupt healing systems already existing in those societies (12).

These examples demonstrate that global health ideas developed in HICs are often implemented in LMICs without being critically evaluated for effectiveness, cultural propriety, and possible unintended consequences. Transfer of ideas in global health is not a problem per se. However, ideas developed in HICs possess more global influence than do ideas developed in LMICs, which creates an unequal transfer. It should not come as a surprise that ideas flow more readily from HICs to LMICs than they do in the other direction. As a matter of fact, HICs concentrate the world’s economic powers, as the acronym reveals. According to the World Bank’s World Development Indicators, the GDP per capita (constant 2000 US dollars) for HICs and LMICs in 2012 were 30,756 and 2,383 US dollars, respectively (13). These resources account for the massive development assistance funding from HICs: considering bilateral donors only, it is estimated that they channelled 37% of Development Assistance for Health (DAH) in 2013 (14). Moreover, HICs centralize the world’s political powers. Indeed, governments from HICs occupy key positions in powerful international institutions, whose headquarters are located in HICs’ economic and political capitals, such as the World Bank, the WHO or the World Trade Organization (WTO). These actors are thus at the forefront of international agenda setting and international policies formulation. HICs also concentrate the world’s scientific powers. They house the most prestigious and world-renowned universities, think tanks and research institutes, attracting thousands of students and researchers from around the world. For example, 77% of all foreign students were enrolled in universities in OECD countries in 2009 (15). Thanks to investments in Research and Development, researchers from HICs have the resources to conduct their research and publish their work, unlike their counterparts from LMICs. Although research capacity is growing in middle-income countries, it has not yet improved in low-income countries, as shown in the field of health policy and systems research (16).

Although we acknowledge that globalization has brought numerous opportunities for sharing ideas in health-related issues, we believe that ignoring—consciously or not—the global trend of uncritically diffusing ideas from HICs to LMICs might have serious consequences. That is why we must be aware of the existing imbalance and any reformist steps must acknowledge such imbalance, especially now that the post-2015 development agenda is being discussed. Researchers and practitioners in HICs should welcome, value, and more actively engage with researchers, practitioners, and intellectuals in LMICs. Meanwhile, collaboration at sub-regional and regional levels among LMICs should be improved. The role of emerging economies, such as Brazil, China, India, South Africa, in promoting these collaborations (17) is beneficial, as long as it does not aim to impose new standards but rather favor dialogue. We also strongly support debates of ideas and encourage critical minds through learning and capacity building. We believe that these actions will favor alternative and culturally sound solutions for persistent health problems and reducing inequities.
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